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Hypothesis and Goals

Introduction

Among the limitations of traditional text representations,
like Bag of Words (BoW), is the loss of semantic
aspects in the construction process of the matrix
structure, which considers only lexical features of the
text. To attenuate this problem, a new method is
proposed to semantically enrich textual representations.

Hypothesis: the use of groups of related words (contexts) as features
contribute to increase the quality of text representations more than
individual words, and different sentences can share similar information.
Goals: to propose, develop and evaluate automatic methods to
generate text representations using external sources of knowledge for
semantic enrichment, applying them in classification task.

Proposal
In the new Bag of Contexts (BoC) method, external sources of knowledge are used to identify contexts (groups of words) in
documents. For each sentence, it associates a group of W words statistically related to the vocabulary, using the Continuous Bag of
Words method. Then, the contexts are compared with each other by an threshold T to identify the main document characteristics,
i.e. contexts with less similarity than T.
Used databases:
▪ English: BBC, 20Ng, SemEval;
▪ Portuguese: Buscapé, BestSports, Manchetômetro.

To compare the proposal method performance in classification task (using accuracy metric), two other methods were considered:
the Bag of Words and the Bag of Vectors (BoV). Beside traditional BoW, the BoV was also evaluated, a word embeddings based
method which uses a pre-trained model as external source of knowledge. It generates a document representation by combining the
individual representations of its words using arithmetic mean.
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Other performance criterion:
▪ Contexts sizes;
▪ Thresholds;
▪ External sources of knowledge;
▪ Disambiguation of the texts;
▪ Languages and text types.

BestSports database

Although the BoC accuracy is lower than BoW and BoV methods, it
allowed us to identify some important information:
▪ External Sources of Knowledge - increases from 10% to 40%
BoC accuracy;
▪ Threshold - increases BoC accuracy for values upper than 50%;
▪ Disambiguated texts - benefits from BoC and BoV methods.

Discussion
✓ Contexts generated by different sentences can share
similar information, since the accuracy of BoC method
was superior for thresholds greater than 50%;
✓ The use of external sources of knowledge benefits
from representation methods based on semantic, since it
has a higher vocabulary and a denser relationship
between words.
 To understand influence of the use of semantics in
the classification task, as well as the differences in
performance between English and Portuguese;
 To identify the cases in which methods based on
semantics are more recommended than syntactic
methods, as well ass the kind of benefit that can come
from each type of representation.

